
We urge the State of Illinois to invest $500 million from ARP 
over the next four years in the relief, recovery, and resilience 
of Illinois’ creative sector, prioritizing BIPOC, rural, and other 

communities disproportionately impacted by COVID.

Long Road to Recovery - first to close, last to reopen, and the 
uncertainty continues.

Even before Delta, arts nonprofits were predicted to take longer to recover than other 
nonprofits, with an estimated recovery of 25.5 months based on average job recovery rates. 
[2020, Hopkins] 

Racial Equity - Due to persistent systemic racism, BIPOC arts 
organizations have fewer resources to weather the prolonged COVID 
crisis.

A 2020 study by The Bridgespan Group found that the unrestricted net assets of  
Black-led organizations were 76% smaller than white-led organizations.

Other States - We must stay competitive. Other states have heavily 
invested ARP funds in the arts. For example:

New York recently approved $200 million in dedicated funds, plus access to $800 million 
in recovery grants, for their creative sector. California just invested over $600 million in arts 
relief.

In its guidance to states on use of aid, the U.S. Treasury points to 
COVID’s disproportional impact on the arts. 

COVID has completely shut down our state’s creative sector for over 15 months. The 
economic damage has been so severe that, even with recent re-openings, creative 
businesses and arts organizations will remain at risk of closure for the foreseeable future.
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This proposal is strongly supported by a diverse, statewide coalition. 

Leadership Coalition Partners:

2112 Creative Incubator
African American Arts Alliance of Chicago
Art Connected / Illinois High School Art Exhibition
Arts Alliance Illinois
Association of Midwest Museums
Chicago Cultural Alliance
Chicago Latino Theatre Alliance (CLATA)
Illinois Arts Education Association (IAEA)
Illinois Association of Museums
Illinois Dance Education Organization (ILDEO)
Illinois Music Education Association (ILMEA)
Illinois Presenters Network (ILPN)
Ingenuity, Inc.
Landmarks Illinois
League of Chicago Theatres
See Chicago Dance
National Independent Venue Association (NIVA), Illinois members

For more information, 
please contact: 

The entire creative sector remains at risk. We urge investment as follows:

$100 million for Independent Venues  
$100 million for Performing Arts Organizations 
$75 million for Museums, Visual Arts, & Cultural Heritage 
$75 million for Workforce Development  
$75 million for Arts Education  
$75 million for Capital / Infrastructure  

Illinois should create a new, dedicated fund - Illinois 
Creative Future Fund - and appropriate the full $500 

million into the fund.


